Spruce Peak Arts

In Association with the Flynn Center Present

Le Cirque Esprit

Welcome to the 2018-2019 Student Matinee Season!
Today’s scholars and researchers say creativity is the top skill our kids will need
when they enter the workforce of the future, so we salute YOU for valuing the
educational and inspirational power of live performance. By using this study
guide you are taking an even greater step toward implementing the arts as a
vital and inspiring educational tool.
We hope you find this guide useful and that it deepens your students’
connection to the material. If we can help in any way, please contact
sms@flynncenter.org.

Enjoy the show! -Education Staff
An immense thank you...

Performances at Spruce Peak are supported by the Spruce Peak Arts Community & Education Fund, THe Arnold
G. and Martha M. Langbo Foundation, the Lintilhac Foundation, the George W. Mergens Foundation, and the
Windham Foundation. Additional funding from the SPruce PEak Lights Festival Sponsors: the Baird Family,
Jill Boardman and Family, David Clancy, Dawn & Kevin D’Arcy, the DeStefano Family, the Laquerre-Franklin
Family, the Gaines Family, the Green Family, Lauren & Jack Handrahan, Kristi & Evan Lovell, Heather & Bill
Maffie, the Ohler Family, Sebastien Paradis, the Patch Family, the Rhinesmith Family, Grand Slam Tennis
Tour, Carlos & Allison Serrano-Zevallos, Tyler Savage, Patti Martin Spence, Sidney Stark, Nancy & Bill
Steers, and Ken Taylor.
Thank you to the Flynn Matinee 2018-2019 underwriters:

Northfield Savings Bank, Champlain Investment Partners, LLC, Bari and Peter Dreissigacker, Everybody Belongs at the
Flynn Fund, Ford Foundation, Forrest and Frances Lattner Foundation, Surdna Foundation, TD Charitable Foundation,
Vermont Arts Council, Everybody Belongs Arts Initiative of Burlington Town Center/Devonwood, Vermont Community
Foundation, New England Foundation for the Arts, National Endowment for the Arts.. Additional support from the
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Le Cirque Esprit
In February, 2005, Richard Grimes and cordis embarked on
a creative exploration into sight and sound with the
award-winning production, Kaleidescopika. The first
generation of their foray into a multi-disciplinary event
saw cordis’ extensive live show combined with the
complimentary aesthetic of Lehrer Dance Company out of
Buffalo, NY; initially Angela Buccini augmented that show
as a circus soloist. The combination of stunning aerial work
and cordis’ dramatic soundscapes quickly demanded the
inception of an equally steller technical production – one
which focused specifically on the resonant and dissonant
relationships that lurk between the worlds of circus and
sound. In 2012, just such a world was created when
Technical Director, Matthew Cowan, came onboard to
co-produce Kaleidescopika: The Art of Unfolding for
Meridith Hankenson and The ACTS Agency.
In 2017, after a decade of artistic exploration and evolution,
cordis and Matt Cowan aligned creative forces with the
famed Boston Circus Guild, and Le Cirque Esprit was born.
This powerful new production has quickly established a
unique identity in American circus by framing the
pioneering contemporary music of cordis under The
Boston Circus Guild’s spectacular tapestry of lights,
acrobatics, and aerial work. The result is a one-of-a-kind
event Billboard Magazine describes as “sparkling moments
that defy classification.”

ACROBATICS Good acrobats must be able to
cartwheel, flip, twist, turn and balance. They
must also have strong muscles. Some acrobats
can contort their bodies, twisting their arms
and legs into places they don’t normally go,
like putting their feet behind their head!
Acrobats are very flexible and strong and
often get their start by doing gymnastics.
AERIAL WORK These performers, known as
aerialists, do many of the same things an
acrobat does, but they do them while hanging
above the stage. Depending on their training
and the style of the performance, aerialists
perform on trapeze, rings, ropes, lengths of
fabric known as silks and other apparatus
LIVE MUSIC Le Cirque Esprit has live
musicians on stage playing directly beneath
the performers. Pay attention to how the
musicians and acrobats work together to
create an overall artistic experience.

What is “Cirque?”

More about ADA/AVA

The term refers to a style of performance that incorporates circus arts from all over the world such as clowning,
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crosses
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some plot or storyline. The performances are entertaining and inventive. The various art forms are blended together
puppets purely as an object — visual art.” _NYTimes
to create one seamless, energetic, and dramatic experience for the audience.

Movement Memories
Invite each student to choose one particular
movement from the show that stands out in
their memory. Remind them of the different
types of moves they saw and ask for
volunteers to demonstrate the movements as
best they remember them. As each volunteer
performs a movement, invite everyone to
create their own interpretation of that same
movement and perform these pieces
simultaneously. (Hint: use the lights in your
room to cue the start and end of the
“performances.”) Ask the students what made
these movements memorable.

Human Sculptures
Acrobats use strength, flexibility and balance to create an astonishing assortment of shapes with their bodies. In this
activity, students will explore making sculptures with their bodies — both singly and in pairs.
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Ask students to spread out in an open space. Each person should find their own personal space bubble.
Ask students to imagine that they are like clay and can mold their bodies into different shapes like triangles,
circles, and squares or into objects like tables, flowers, ladders, etc.
Ask students to experiment with using high, medium and low levels as they make shapes with their bodies.
Encourage them to try to use their entire bodies when making their shapes. If students need direction, you
may call out different shapes (geometric shapes, letters, numbers, objects, etc.) for them to try to make with
their bodies.
Next, ask students to work in pairs to continue to try to make different shapes and object sculptures.
When students are done experimenting in pairs, provide time for reflection about the difference between
making shapes by yourself or with others.
To conclude, encourage students to look for shapes that the acrobats make with their bodies during the
performance.

Follow-up Questions:
●
●
●
●

●
●

What skills do you need to make different shapes or sculptures with your body?
How did making shapes by yourself differ from making shapes with a partner?
What sort of shapes do you think you will see the circus performers make with their bodies during the
performance?
Watch for how they work together. How do they support each other? How do they communicate? How
important do you think teamwork skills are in order to put on a performance and be part of a company like
Cirque Mechanics?
What skills do you think these performers need to have and develop in order to perfect these feats?
How long do you think these performers have to train and practice?

Exploring Motion and Machines
Motion is important in our everyday lives. Even if you are
standing still, the earth is moving around the sun and the sun
is moving around our galaxy. There are many examples of
motion in Le Cirque Esprit. There is motion in the
acrobatics—leaping, spinning, jumping— and in the scenery
and props, especially the mechanical horse! Sir Isaac Newton
was an English physicist, mathematician and astronomer. He
wrote a long essay, published in 1687, defining three laws of
motion. These laws are evident in Cirque Esprit’s performance,
and also in our everyday lives.
●
First Law: An object at rest remains at rest unless acted
upon by an outside force. Nothing begins moving or
stops by itself—initiating movement requires a force,
like friction, wind or gravity.
●
Second Law: The rate of change in momentum of a
body is proportional to the applied force and takes
place in the direction in which the force acts. The
smaller an object, the less force you need to make it
move, and an object will always move in the direction
toward which the force is directed.
●
Third Law: For every action, there is an equal and
opposite reaction. If you’re pushing on something, there
is resistance to its moving, even if you don’t feel it.
Discussion Questions
●
Where do you see simple machines in your everyday
life? What kinds of work do they do? How would life be
different if we did not have these machines?
●
Where in the show were you aware of one or more of
Newton’s laws of motion at work?
●
Name all the simple machines you saw in the show.

Movement and Machine Activity
Using moves inspired by both simple machines and
the body’s ability to move, have each student
explore repetitive movements and sounds, as if he
or she were a piece of a machine. A movement
should use multiple parts of the body and be easily
repeated and sustainable. The accompanying
sound can be anything that complements the
movement choice.
After experimenting, have students determine what
will be their movement and sound for the game. As
a group, ask students to start doing their
movement and sound (this part may be a little
loud!). Gently move students—now parts of a
machine—together to create a machine whose
individual parts are moving in ways that inform
each other. Once the machine parts are all in place,
have students freeze and look around at the
machine they just built. Identify different points of
cause and effect in the motions, for example “When
Allie moves that way, it makes Titus move this way.”
Next, have them start up the machine again, this
time slightly altering the individual movements to
better connect to each other. Begin by identifying a
starting point and having each student observe the
movement of others before choosing their
alterations. Emphasize that this is about what the
machine as a whole needs, not what one individual
feels like doing. Brainstorm what the machine might
be making.
Repeat, with students selecting a new movement
and sound. Try having one or two students arrange
the moving parts to create the larger machine.
EXTEND: With students sitting on the floor, leave
some open floor space for working. Invite one
student to step into the open space and do a
machine-inspired movement and sound. Add the
rest of the class into the machine, one student at a
time. Challenge the students who are watching to
come up with their motions and sounds based on
what is already in the machine. Once all the parts
are in place, explore speeding the machine up and
slowing it down. In what ways do you see cause
and effect changing from one student to another?
Are some moves repeated more than others? Why?

Activities

Explore the Impact of Music
In Le Cirque Esprit, there are musicians on stage providing
accompaniment to the exceptional antics! To illustrate the role of
music and how it impacts mood, storytelling, and the creative
environment, try the following activities.

Responding Physically to Music
Get the entire class up and away from their desks. Play a piece of
music and ask everyone to move or dance how the music makes
them feel. Does it make you want to sneak? Look for something?
Skip? Does it make you feel sleepy? Angry? Scared? After a minute
or so, play a different piece of music with a vastly different mood.
Switch at least one more time.

Musical Underscore
Choose a fairy tale or familiar story. Ask for a volunteer to tell the
story aloud to the class. Then, ask for another volunteer to retell the
story (You could also have students share a personal memory and
retell it themselves with musical accompaniment).
This time, tell them you are going to play music while they tell the
story, and ask them to try to tell the story with the same mood or
feeling as the music. Begin with a happy, upbeat piece of music.
When the story is complete, ask students what changed about the
telling and how did this change impact the story. Do this once more
with an intense, darker piece of music and another volunteer. Reflect
as a class how this telling felt different.
Discuss generally how music can impact the feel of a story and
change our understanding of the story. When you attend the
performance, encourage your students to pay attention to the
music, and remember how the music created different moods within
the piece. If you’re doing this after the performance, ask students if
they can identify parts of the performance where the music helped
them understand what was happening.

Theme, Music, & Movement
Many things inspire choreographers to
create dances. Often the music is the
inspiration.
Sometimes the choreographer is inspired
by a story or a visual image. Generally
there is an overarching theme to which all
the parts of the dance relate.
Ask students to look at a work of visual art
to imagine how that image could inspire
the creation of a dance.
●
What shapes, colors or objects do
you see?
●
How does this image make you
feel?
●
What action words (verbs) do you
see in this image?
●
How is movement implied in the line,
shape or subject of the image?
●
What seems to be the central idea
or theme of the work as a whole?
Ask students to think about themes and
ideas while they find their own space in the
room that will allow a freedom of
movement. Select and play a piece of
music that relates to the tone of the visual
art work. Ask students to start moving
appropriately through space. Have them
think about the image and how it could
inform their movement. Now, ask each
student
to settle on one movement that they feel
represents their feeling about the image.
Have them repeat this movement
continuously until it feels fluid and focused.
Direct students to work in groups of four to
learn each individual movement, and
collaborate on a combination of the
movements to create a dance phrase.
Students can work together to refine the
transitions between each movement. Share
and analyze each phrase as a whole class
by asking the following questions:
●
What shapes and images were seen
during each group’s performance?
●
What emotions were present in any
of the dance phrases?
●
Was it clear to see what inspired
each group’s performance?

Discussion Questions
As you watch the show:
● Watch for how the acrobats and
performers work together. How do they
support each other? How do they
communicate? How important do you
think teamwork skills are in order to put
on a performance and be part of a
company like this?
● Observe the different clothing worn
throughout the show. How did the
clothing help to express the ideas or
moods of each act?
● While you’re watching, listen to the music
that accompanies the different acts. Did
the music make you feel a certain way?
Did you notice the energy of the
performers shift with the changes in
music? How did the live music enhance
or change the performance for you?
After you see the show:
● What skills do you think these performers
need to have and develop in order to
perfect these feats?
● How long do you think these performers
have to train and practice?
● Think about moments in your life where
you might feel struggle or joy. If you
were going to create a routine, acrobatic
or movement-based, to depict a
challenging moment in your life, how
would you choose to show this? How
would you represent a joyful moment
with acrobatics or movement?

WORDS COME ALIVE:

Arts Integration Activities

Providing the opportunity to actively explore the
world of the show helps students become more
engaged and connected audience members,
thinking about artists’ choices and approaching
the performance with enhanced curiosity. For
more information about our arts integration
activities:
● click here
● call 652-4548
● Email Lauren at
schoolprograms@flynncenter.org

Balancing Part I

Moving Through Space

Ask your students to stand up and then ask them where
their centers of gravity are. Next challenge them to stand
on one foot and ask if their centers of gravity have
changed. Challenge them further by asking them to move
their arms in different ways as they stand on one foot.

In groups of three or more, ask students to create a
balanced structure with their bodies using the least
number of contact points on the floor. Each player
should be connected with the whole structure. Have
each group try the above balance exercises in their
groups of three or more. See if one student can
balance two of his/her classmates? Challenge the
structures to move across the room without losing
balance.

Ask students:
●
●
●

What changes did you notice in your center of
gravity when you stood on one foot?
How did your balance change when you moved
your arms?
Did you have to work different muscles to keep
from falling over?

Ask students:
●
●

Balancing Part II
First ask students to stand on a pillow in a safe, open, soft
area. Ask them to balance on one foot, and then to
experiment with their balance by holding different objects
as they stand on one foot.

Ask students:
●
●

How does each of these objects affect your
sense of balance?
How does standing on the pillow, rather than the
floor, change things?

●

What new challenges arise when you begin to
put the balanced shapes into motion?
What adjustments did you need to make as
you moved across the room?
Did the balance points shift from static pose to
moving pose?

Balancing Duets Part I
Have the students divide into pairs. In each pair, ask
one student to hold a large book in his/her hands. Ask
the other student to gently try to disturb the first
student’s balance. Now have the first student hold the
book in different way (e.g. balance the book on his/her
head, shoulder, foot, etc.) and have the second student
again try to gently disturb the first student’s balance.
Once the first student has tried a few different positions,
have the students switch roles.

Ask students:
●

Which positions made it easier to keep your
balance and the balance of the book? Why?

Balance Duets Part II
Ask two volunteers, one smaller, and one bigger, to hold
each other’s wrists and to put one foot together and pull
against one another, trying to share balance. If they
need help, encourage the smaller person to be lower
and further out in space, using both the head and hand
out to the side. The larger person must stay taller or
higher.
Now divide the students into pairs and ask them all to
try the exercise. After they have had some time to
practice, they can begin to play with forming interesting
balanced shapes.

Ask students:
●

How did you shift your center of gravity in
order to keep you and your partner balanced?

Balance Duets Part III
Divide the class into pairs and suggest that each pair
moves from one shape to another, shifting their balance
points as they create different shapes with their bodies.
Play some soft music to help their concentration as they
create different shapes balancing in space. Challenge
them to use different parts of their bodies to create the
weight and counterweight of each balanced shape.

Ask students:
●
●
●

What adjustments did you need to make in
order to continuously shift balance points?
How did you and your partner communicate
and work together to keep from falling?
Were you each taking on the same amount of
weight in each shape or did one person
support more weight in some poses?

●

WORDS COME ALIVE:

Arts Integration Activities

Providing the opportunity to actively explore the world of the
show helps students become more engaged and connected
audience members, thinking about artists’ choices and
approaching the performance with enhanced curiosity.
For more information about our arts integration activities:
● click here
● call 652-4548
● Email Lauren at schoolprograms@flynncenter.org

We can’t wait to see you at the theater!
Etiquette for Live Performances:The Essentials
●
●
●
●
●
●

Teachers, a couple of reminders:

Listen, experience, imagine, discover, learn!
Give your energy and attention to the performers.
Please do not eat or drink in the theater.
Talk only before and after the performance.
Turn off wireless devices.
No photos, videos, texting, or listening to music.

*These are guidelines... We understand that some students may need to
experience the performance in their own way, and we are here to support all
students and their unique needs.

Educational Standards

●

●

Share your experience with us! Use the feedback links, or
share your students’ artwork, writing, responses. We love
to hear how experiences at the Flynn impact our audiences.
Explore other student matinees at the Flynn this season.
We still have seats in some shows and we’d love to help you
or other teachers at your school enliven learning with an
engaging arts experience!

We appreciate and value your feedback

The Common Core broadens the definition of a “text,” viewing
performance as a form of text, so your students are experiencing and
interacting with a text when they attend a Flynn show.

●
●

Seeing live performance provides rich opportunities to write reflections,
narratives, arguments, and more. By writing responses and/or using the
Flynn Study Guides, all performances can be linked to Common Core:

●

CC ELA: W 1-10

●

Click here to evaluate our study guides.
Click here for Teacher Feedback Forms for the
performance.
Click here for Student Feedback Forms for the
performance.
Click here for Parent Forms to help parents engage
with their children around the show.

Student Matinees support the following National Core Arts Standards:
Creating: Anchor #1, Performing: Anchor #6, Responding: Anchor #7,
#8, #9, and Connecting: Anchor #10 and #11.
You can use this performance and study guide to address the following
Common Core Standards:
CC ELA: RL 1, 2, 7, SL 1-4, RST 1, 2
NEXT GEN: ETS1.A-c, PS2.A & B, PS3.C

This guide was written & compiled by the Education Department at the
Flynn Center for the Performing Arts with inspiration from the Le
Cirque Esprit Website. Permission is granted for teachers, parents, and
students who are coming to Flynn shows to copy & distribute this guide
for educational purposes only.

